Award Winner 2017

South Asian Forum for
Environment, India
South Asian Forum for Environment uses solar
energy to power the WASH sector to ensure
a supply of safe drinking water for the urban
poor, creating a women centric end-to-end
solution for climate adaptive basic amenities
and sanitation with minimal emissions.

Business model
South Asian Forum for Environment
(SAFE) uses solar energy to power the
energy intensive WASH sector to create
equitable and uncompromised access
to WASH for the poor. The enterprise has
propounded an innovative circular design
for a sustainable and gender equitable
circular economy towards climate adaptive
lifestyle of urban poor to facilitate basic
amenities like water, energy, and sanitation
with minimal emission footprint.
SAFE creates a community managed
revenue linked model through women
joint liability groups (JLGs) with financial
institutions, for integrated development in
health and habitat for local communities
with economic potential to up-scale.

Contribution to the
UN Sustainable Development Goals

Social impacts
—— Open defecation has ceased and 93.8% of women
admitted water and sanitation is now easily accessible
—— School drop outs reduced by 80% due to a 65-70%
reduction in disease references
—— Improved gender responsibility sharing in facility and
fiscal management

Environmental impacts
—— Reduce water footprints by 75-80% with integration of
grey water reuse, green water harvesting and blue water
recharging facilities
—— Rejuvenate at least 120hectares of wetlands ecosystem
and enhancement of the ecosystem services to sustain
livelihoods

Enterprise fast facts:
Location:

Kolkata, India

Year founded:

2012

Sector:

Energy, Water

Product /
Service:

Solar plants that power
water treatment
units supplying safe
drinking water

—— Using of Solar energy and generating biomass energy
from sanitation discharges have nullified energy
emission footprints

Economic impacts
—— Increase 17-20% in income of JLG members and
100% financial inclusion and insurance coverage of
community members
—— Creating 7200 man-hours per annum for employment
generation for both genders
—— Women associates gain capacity to build alternative
livelihoods earning additional USD50.00 monthly

Using solar energy in the WASH sector has
provided the poor with equitable access to
state-of-art WASH facility, and imparted
lifestyle education on sustainable
consumption and production through
wise-use and participatory planning.

Scaling up activities
—— Economise the capital costs and customize the circular
design for geographic scale-up by improving value
chains in assembly lines of solar and water machineries
—— Increase capacity building for community partners to
empower them and reduce cost of management and
as well assure better maintenance and efficacy
—— Perfecting a cost-benefit analysis towards easy
credit financing for scaling up
—— In five years, increase facilities by three-fold through
the sustainable revenue linked model that allows the
enterprise to scale-up and grow with a mere payback
period of a few months

Partnership
—— South Asian Forum for Environment has innovated the
circular design and developed the sustainable business
economics for implementation. It extends R&D facilities
and capacity building, community sensitization and
their financial inclusion promoting sales and services for
the solar intervention
—— Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC),
PwC and Arohan Financial Services are the financial
partners, involved in planning, resource optimization,
monitoring and evaluation of the project

Contact
Dr Dipayan Dey
drdipayandey@gmail.com
www.safeinch.org
Outreach Partners:

Implementation Partner:

The 2017 Hogan Lovells Community
Solar Innovation Awards are
sponsored by Hogan Lovells and
implemented by adelphi, with
outreach support managed by
SEED and Barefoot College.

About the Community Solar Innovation Awards:
The Community Solar Innovation Awards recognise outstanding
eco-inclusive businesses and not-for-profit organisations in
developing countries that use solar energy or technology to
benefit lives in poor communities. The Awards are sponsored
and supported by international law firm Hogan Lovells, who
will provide the ten winning enterprises with pro bono legal
advice and will arrange, in collaboration with SEED, for winners
to receive a tailored support package, including peer-to-peer
mentoring and support to replicate their business models in
other jurisdictions. The winning enterprises are locally-led and
significantly help the lives of women and girls, with many having a
particular focus on gender equality and/or female empowerment.
About Hogan lovells:
Hogan Lovells is a global legal practice that helps corporations,
financial institutions and governments across the spectrum of
their business and legal issues globally and locally. It has over
2,500 lawyers in more than 45 offices in Africa, Asia, Europe,
Latin America, the Middle East and the United States. Hogan
Lovells exists to help clients with all their most important
matters around the world. It believes that the ability to see
business from all perspectives helps clients effectively in
today’s – and tomorrow’s – challenging business climate. Hogan
Lovells provides a partner led service to ensure the highest
quality. As part of Hogan Lovells’ core values, giving back to
communities and society is fundamental to good business.

